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The classification of measures of 
criminal procedure compulsion

In this articlethe author describes the classification of measures of 
criminal procedure compulsion. There are given a number of classifica
tions of the coercive procedural measures, the measures of criminal pro
cedure compulsion: depending on a subject, which rights can be affected 
as a result of application of these measures, and depending on the degree 
of limitation of rights and individual freedoms, and depending on the aim 
of application.
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Мұ са бе ко ва А.Р.,  
Зей нол лаұлы А.

Қыл мыс тық іс жүр гі зу лік  
мәж бүр леу ша ра ла ры ның  

клас си фи ка циясы

Бұл ма қа ла да қыл мыс тық іс жүр гі зу лік мәж бүр леу ша ра ла ры ның 
клас си фи ка циясы бе ріл ген. Ма қа ла да қыл мыс тықпро цес тік мәж
бүр леу ша ра ла ры ның бір не ше түр ле рі бе ріл ген: қыл мыс тық про цес
ке қа ты су шы тұл ға ға қа тыс ты; адам ның құ қы ғы мен бос тан ды ғы ның 
шек телуіне бай ла ныс ты; қол да ну мақ са ты на бай ла ныс ты. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: қыл мыс тық про цесс, қыл мыс тық іс жүр гі зу лік 
мәж бүр леу ша ра ла ры, мәж бүр леу ша ра сы, бұл тарт пау ша ра сы, қа
мауға алу. 

Му са бе ко ва А.Р.,  
Зей нол лау лы А.

Клас си фи ка ция мер уго лов но-
про цес суально го при нуж де ния

В этой статье ав торы вы де ляют клас си фи ка цию мер уго лов но
про цес суально го при нуж де ния в за ви си мос ти от суб ъек та, чьи пра ва 
мо гут быть зат ро ну ты в ре зуль та те при ме не ния этих мер; в за ви си
мос ти от сте пе ни ог ра ни че ния прав и сво бод лич нос ти; в за ви си мос
ти от це ли при ме не ния.

Клю че вые сло ва: уго лов ный про цесс, ме ры уго лов нопро цес
суально го при нуж де ния, ме ры пре се че ния, за дер жа ние.
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The main idea of measures of criminal judicial and compulsion 
serves is to complete understanding of question and correct determi-
nation of their system by classification on different criteria.

V.A. Dubrivnyi distinguishes two groups of measures of judicial 
and compulsion:

а) measures of suppression – measures that can prevent devia-) measures of suppression – measures that can prevent devia-
tion accused or suspected from appearance to investigation and 
court and to provide execution of sentence; 

b) another measures of judicial compulsion are facilities, wrap-
round other judicial actions at investigation and consideration busi-
nesses, that can be used not only to the defendant and suspected but 
also to other persons

In basis of this classification, as we see, there are two criteria. 
The first is related to that, what participants of criminal procedure 
a compulsion (in one case are measures compulsions that are used 
only to the defendant and suspected to other participants) is used in 
regard to, and second one – with the purpose of application of mea-
sures of compulsion. Thus an author too limit presents to the aim of 
application of measures of suppression. In our view, this classifica-
tion does not give a complete idea about the measures of criminal 
and judicial compulsion.

А.Y. Trusov wrote, that in a current legislation and criminal and 
judicial doctrine, it is not given to clear classifications of the exam-
ined measures, taking into account their practical meaningfulness 
offers next classification of measures of criminal and judicial com-
pulsion:

1) detention;
2) measures of suppression;
3) another measures of judicial compulsion – an author wrote 

about tolattributes next measures, : obligation to be on calls and re-
port the places of inhabitation about a change; drive; dismissal; im-
position of arrest on property

The lack of this classification consists in eyeshot which is a row 
of important measures of judicial compulsion. In particular, to an-
other measures of judicial compulsion an author took such measures 
by means of that a legal order is provided during a production in 
business only, and also terms are created for due execution of sen-
tence in regard to a civil action, property penalties and confiscation 
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of property. As for inquisitional actions a force re-
alization of that provides collecting and research of 
proofs, as measures of criminal and judicial compul-
sion. 

As be indicated higher, Z.F.Kovriga considers 
that all measures of criminal and judicial compul-
sion can be subdivided into two basic groups: on 
facilities of suppression and on backer-ups. The 
means of suppression serve to the removal of wrong 
acts, presenting a threat to interests of justice, and it 
is related to behavior of subject of criminal and judi-
cial activity. His setting consists in recover normal 
legal bonds and relations by urging of subject to be-
fore laid, but to the not executed duty. To the group 
of facilities of suppression among other an author 
treat detention.

Setting of judicial backer-ups an author sees 
in creation a force order of terms for successful 
realization of tasks of justice. Force of these fa-
cilities is related to the necessity of offensive of 
certain terms, providing possibility of establish-
ment of truth in business and depending sometimes 
on behavior of subject counteractive to the offen-
sive of these terms. To the group of backer-ups of 
Z.F.Koovriga takes such inquisitional actions as a 
search and coulisse.

As a lack of this classification, similarly as well 
as classification, offer A.I.Trusov, it is possible to 
specify that the backer-ups enumerated by an au-
thor unthoroughly limit and in their number such 
inquisitional actions are not indicated as: a force ex-
amination; exhumation; imposition of arrest on the 
Post and telephone sending, their examination and 
coulisse; intercept of report; listening and record of 
negotiations; force receipt of standards for expert 
research.

А.А.Аkhpanov research classifi cation of mea-.А.Аkhpanov research classifi cation of mea-А.Аkhpanov research classifi cation of mea-.Аkhpanov research classifi cation of mea-Аkhpanov research classifi cation of mea-khpanov research classification of mea-
sures of judicial compulsion on a few criteria. Wor-
thy of the special note there is classification that is 
built taking into account correlation of facilities of 
criminal and judicial compulsion with rights and in-
dividual freedoms. So, an author distinguishes the 
next measures of judicial compulsion :

1.Measures of criminal and judicial compulsion, 
setting a limit legal status of personality in area of 
the socio-economic, political, cultural and person-
al rights. To them behave: keeping in custody as a 
measure of suppression, detention on suspicion of 
commission of crime, apartment in medical estab-
lishment for realization of stationary inspection.

2.Measures of criminal and judicial compulsion, 
setting a limit legal status of personality in area of 
the socio-economic and personal rights. This is a 
dismissal of defendant.

3.Measures of criminal and judicial compulsion, 
regulating a limit legal status in area of the personal 
rights:

а) rights on inviolability of dwelling and prop-) rights on inviolability of dwelling and prop-
erty (search, coulisse, imposition of arrest on prop-
erty, arrest of post and telephone correspondence);

b) rights on corporal inviolability (examination, 
receipt of standards for comparative research, per-
sonal search of citizens);

c) right for freedom of movement and choice of 
place of inhabitation (another measures of suppres-
sion, choosing of obligation about appearance on 
the call of low organs, drive). 

For us this classification of measures of criminal 
and judicial compulsion appears interesting not only 
in connection with that a criterion that is used by an 
author is consonant with the theme of our research, 
but also in connection with that in the measures of 
criminal and judicial compulsion we must see not 
only and not how many possibility of application 
of compulsion, main is correlation of measures of 
criminal and judicial compulsion with rights and 
freedoms personalities that is limited at their appli-
cation.

Not applying on blamelessness, we offer clas-
sification of measures of criminal and judicial com-
pulsion to conduct on next grounds:

А. Depending on a subject, which rights can be 
affected as a result of application of these measures: 

1) measure of criminal and judicial compulsion, 
that can be applied only to suspected (detention);

2) measures criminal and judicial compulsion, 
that can be applied to the defendants and, in excep-
tional cases, to suspected (measures of suppression);

3) measures of criminal and judicial compul-
sion, that can be applied only to the defendant (dis-
missal, imposition of arrest on property);

4) measures of criminal and judicial compulsion, 
that can be applied both in regard to suspected, de-
fendants and in regard to other participants of process 
and third persons (obligation about appearance, in-
vestigator, in a court; drive; force apartment in medi-
cal establishment for the production of medico-legal 
or low-psychiatric examination; inquisitional actions 
that behave to the measures of judicial compulsion). 

B. Depending on the degree of limitation of 
rights and individual freedoms:

1) measure of suppression;
2) a force apartment in medical establishment 

for the production of medico-legal or low-psychiat-
ric examination;

3)detention;
4) another measures of criminal and judicial 

compulsion;
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5) inquisitional actions of production to come to 
the true force.

C. Depending on the aim of application:
1) measure suppressions, the aim of that is 

warning of concealment of person from investigation 
and court, either preventing to objective investigation 
and trial of business in a court or continuation to 
carry on criminal activity, and also providing of 
execution of sentence;

2) detention the aim of that is finding out of 
involvement detained to the crime and permission 
of question about application to him measures of 
suppression as an arrest;

3) inquisitional actions sent to collecting and 
research of proofs;

4) another measures of judicial compulsion, that are 
used for providing of order of investigation and judicial 
trial on criminal cases, proper execution of sentence.
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